Violence is an appalling influence for it leads people onto the wrong tracks. Violence is the worst enemy for it is harsh, brutal, and destructive. Violence can destroy things that are most precious and inreplacable to you. It may get in your head to haunt you or taunt you. Remembering the pass is difficult for how violence affected it. Blessed are the lucky ones that have avoided it, therefor I thank God.

Luckily I have not been affected by violence. Unfortunately, violence is occupied with many other unlucky people. Even though I haven't experienced it, violence is famous and attracts lots of attention. I have heard about families being murdered. I have heard about young men being shot up on the streets. Violence makes you nervous and worried. It changes what direction you want to go towards because of violence's presence. Violence affects your academic performances in school or how the way you think. Violence is not easy to avoid.

The causes of youth violence is so effective in a negative way. Violence occurs often. What violence has caused to the youths is untolerable. Violence may lead to gossiping or bullying. Social medias encourages violence. Social medias lets you post inapropriate comments or statuses that may hurt someone's fellings. Violence may be commenced if someone may have easy access to weapon. Someone with that privellege may start a riot because of jealousy or simply because of taking drugs. Violence has scarred young peoples lifes.

Violence may seem undefeatable. That isn't true. Violence has many weaknesses. I can, for example, go to more community centers to avoid being on the streets where violence occurs. I can also avoid any fights and walk away from them. I could become more positive and instead of posting negative comments, I could post positive comments. Unlike violence, I could lead people onto the right tracks and not the wrong. I can avoid violence by doing these things.

In conclusion, violence hasn't really affected my life but unfortunately for many others it has. Violence plays a major role in some or most young peoples lifes. Violence also has
many weaknesses that can be targeted to avoid it.